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Across

1 Anaesthetic -
small quantities 
(7)

5 Short book about 
end of building 
society rates (6)

9 Performed 
musical number 
backwards for 
drink (7)

10 Singular point that 
hurt holding 
partners (7)

11 Current Eliot 
play's sections (4)

12 Gadgetry with 
surprisingly 
minute man-made 
element (10)

14 Fancy lead-in for 
John's song (6)

16 Writer's college 
(5)

19 Slip and strike 
head in panic (5)

20 London borough 
hospital out of 
medicine (6)

23 News: Apple fan 
from 30 left with a 
classic model iPod 
regularly covered 
by service (10)

25 Lure Charlie over 
with a kiss (4)

27 Do the maths 
exercise (4,3)

28 Candle I lit for 
foreign country 
(7)

29 Unorthodox mass 
involving long 
piano-led hymns 
(6)

30 Origin of what's 
inherited by 
relative (7)

Down

1 Caribbean capital 
halves trading 
places in public 
baths (6)

2 Big hand or 
small? (6)

3 Pound found in 
Zagreb, strangely, 
not Great Britain 
(4)

4 Take Ibsen play as 
possibly 
venomous attack 
(9)

5 Cursed mariner I 
see following jack 
aboard (5)

6 Put on weight 

eating wings of 
every kind for 
starters then 
playing a series of 
video games (6,4)

7 Hungry, 
employment over, 
I got in debt to 
landlord (8)

8 Scientist's 
revolutionary film 
(7)

13 Dance includes 
foolish error 
incorporating 
novice manoeuvre 
in the air (6,4)

15 That's funny 
running! (9)

17 The chosen job 
description for tea 
boy (7)

18 One giving 

evidence with 
nonsense sayings 
(8)

21 Not like this, says 
leader of 
imperialists (6)

22 Going out with 
old lover to have 
dangerous 
quantity of drugs 
with us (6)

24 Admit it used to 
harbour leader of 
21 (5)

26 Holy books sent 
back containing 
Queen flier (4)


